We report about probabilistic likelihood estimates that are performed on time series using an echo state network with orthogonal recurrent connectivity. The results from tests using synthetic stochastic input time series with temporal inference indicate that the capability of the network to infer depends on the balance between input strength and recurrent activity. This balance has an influence on the network with regard to the quality of inference from the short term input history versus inference that accounts for influences that date back a long time. Sensitivity of such networks against noise and the finite accuracy of network states in the recurrent layer are investigated. In addition, a measure based on mutual information between the output time series and the reservoir is introduced. Finally, different types of recurrent connectivity are evaluated. Orthogonal matrices show the best results of all investigated connectivity types overall, but also in the way how the network performance scales with the size of the recurrent layer.
Results. The paper analytically argues for a simple way to calculate probabilistic likelihoods for a training output. As a first application this technique has been used to compute a lower limit estimate for the mutual information between a synthetic time series and a reservoir with among other types orthogonal recurrent connectivity. The results indicate that the optimal performance depends on the way of balancing the input strength with the recurrent activity, which also has an influence on the network with regard to the quality of the inference from short term input history versus inference that accounts for influences that date back a long time in the input history. Finally, sensitivity of such networks against noise and the finite accuracy of network states in the recurrent layer is investigated.
Conclusions. Methods in this paper describe and investigate in detail a potential link between reservoir computing and probabilistic modeling. The results argue for the virtue of using orthogonal matrices for recurrent connectivity. Not only show those reservoirs a very satisfying performance. The performance of the network scales also very nicely with the number of the neurons in the recurrent layer which is not necessarily the case for general recurrent connectivity.
Notations in formulas
complete infinite input time series u (−∞,t] ∈ U input time series up to t x t ∈ X ⊂ R k hidden layer state time series item q t ∈ Q target time series o t ∈ O training signal for linear regression learning o t trained output of the network ω r an indexed subset of target values that define an event d r,t indicator that the event with the index r has occurred d t vector composed of all d r,t < . > t mean, expectation value operator over t s(t) = s t ∈ [A, B, C, D, E, F] states of the test model system S t = s [0,t] time series of states until t s t best guess of the neural network w.r.t. the next state τ, ∆ internal variables of the test model system v [.] array of random binary numbers for test model system a, b parameters for interpolations
In general normal type of the letters of the bold variables mentioned above are used to indicate one scalar entry in one vector, e.g. o t = [o 0,t , o 1,t , . . . ].
Introduction
The traditional approach considers the output of a neural network in the sense of a quantitative prediction, a kind of average expectancy of a trained output (e.g., backpropagation, k-means and support vector machines). More modern approaches cast the output in the form of probabilities and at best derive an explicit relation to some given criteria with regard to Shannon information. Most prominent examples are Deep Belief Networks [6] , but also, for example, research about potential effects of stochastic resonance on neural networks [2, 18, 11] refer to this field. Only loosely related to neural networks are Bayesian networks. One link to the present work is that Bayesian networks can be used to calculate likelihoods. In the case of Bayesian networks, inference relations have to be known explicitly from the structure of the network, which either is implemented by hand and explicitly or it may be learned (e.g., by means of K2 algorithm [3] ). Different from Bayesian networks the present approach does not require knowledge about the structure of statistical dependencies. One important arena of applications for neural networks, in particular recurrent neural networks (RNNs), are predictions of time series data. The idea is that any time series follows some general statistics which allows for an estimate of the future development. Here, reservoir computing (echo state networks (ESNs) and liquid state machines) have opened new opportunities during the last decade which have been successfully applied in many fields (e.g. [19] ).
So time series prediction is to infer the future values of a time series from the past, i.e. to understand its statistics. Past values of a time series may provide significant information about future values of another time series [21] . One of the possible methods for inference is transfer entropy [20] . However, typical methods to measure transfer entropy has the disadvantage of requiring a fair amount of data. Granger causality [4] , on the other hand, is based on regression and uses less data but is a linear method (non-linear extensions exist, see also [17] for a comparison between different methods).
In this work, we propose an (non-linear) approach based on regression and a recent recurrent neural network learning method [16] , which we revisit in sect. 2. Similar efforts have also been undertaken in [22] . There the focus has been of a fractal representation of the input history which is -as a part of that workcompared with features of a reservoir in the sense of reservoir computing. The readout in that case is performed a trained tessellation of the reservoir.
In the present work we look into new aspects: The first focus here is on special types of connectivity. We use orthogonal recurrent connectivity matrices. In comparison to general matrices, orthogonal matrices show special features that have proven to be particularly useful for reservoir computing [1, 14] .
One significant improvement with regard to orthogonal matrices versus general matrices during the numerical work for this paper is, that using orthogonal matrices the performance of the network scales nicely with the size of the hidden layer. For the approach of [16] general random matrices had been used which yields relatively poor results.
The second focus is to estimate the mutual information between target time series and the reservoir which is driven by the input time series.
Recent advances in this area have shown to be successful in time series prediction [7, 9, 5] . However, instead of using predictions of the neural networks directly, we take a different route and describe an approach using the prediction error to detect probabilistic links in time series (sect. 3). Our approach is demonstrated using simulation data, first by calculating an means square error on test data (sect. 4), then by calculating a lower limit measure of mutual Shannon information between the time series and the reservoir(sect. 5). Finally, we discuss our results in sect. 6.
Background

ESN structure
Echo State Networks (ESNs) are an approach to address the problem of slow convergence in recurrent neural network learning. ESNs consist of three layers a) an input layer where the stimulus is presented to the network, b) a randomly connected recurrent hidden layer and the output layer. Connections in the output layer are trained to reproduce the training signal. It may be interpreted as a kind of interpolation that uses a recurrent random kernel [15] . The network dynamics are defined for discrete time-steps t, with the following equations:
where the vectors u t , x t andõ t are the input and the neurons of the hidden layer and output layer, respectively, and W and w out are the matrices of the respective synaptic weight factors. β is a scalar factor that controls the impact of the input by means of an independent identically distributed randomly valued input matrix w in , where each entry is equally distributed in the range between -0.5 to 0.5. Input is presented to the network without additional bias. Connections in the hidden layer are random. The matrix w out is a result of a supervised training process using a training signal o t . In the following the complete sequence of u t shall be called u (−∞,∞) .
Recurrent connectivity
In order to allow for a trainable dynamics for any input sequence (that is a uniformly state contracting behavior), the network has to fulfill the so-called echo state property (ESP) [7, 8, 25, 15] . A network is uniformly state contracting only if 1 ≤ max abs(λ(W)),
i.e. the largest absolute value of the eigenvalues λ of W is below 1. A sufficient condition for a uniformly state contracting network is if there is a full rank matrix D for which 1 ≤ max s(DWD −1 ).
The ESP represents an upper limit on strength of the recurrent neural network connectivity, i.e. on W. There are matrices W for which eq. 4 is fulfilled, while eq. 5 is not fulfilled. In the literature [13] an alternative definition for a uniformly state contracting network and ESP can be found, where a much higher connectivity strength than in eq. 4 and 5 appears to be applicable. This coincides with many heuristic experiences with ESNs where many users of the networks use much higher connectivity strengths. However, there the ESP is always defined in relation to a particular set of input sequences. Thus, those networks do not show the ESP anymore for some input sequences, especially if the value of β is near 0. Different from that definition the networks that are used here are due to the general ESP that is applicable to any input sequence, which allows the features of the network independent of the value of β. This can be achieved by using matrices that have a maximal singular value that is lower or equal to one [15] . We use here in all simulations recurrent matrices with a maximal singular value of one.
Normal matrices are matrices that commute with their transposed,
Any normal matrix applies either to both inequalities of eq. 4 and 5, or to neither of them [14] . Orthogonal matrices, symmetric matrices and skew-symmetric matrices are subsets to normal matrices. Orthogonal matrices are particularly interesting for the following reasons. Numerical experiments show that orthogonal W perform relatively efficiently in comparison to many other types of recurrent connectivity. Theoretical reasoning behind that has been done in the case of linear networks [24] . Technically normal matrices have the virtue [14, 15] that all absolute eigenvalues are equal to one. Thus, transferring information by executing the linear part of the update rule (cf. eq. 1) results in least possible loss of information about the input history. Recent other works point out the trade off between non-linearity and memory, e.g., [23] , there also orthogonal matrices turn out to be particularly useful.
Training caveats: Target sequence and training signal
The training set is composed of tuples
q t ∈ Q is the target sequence, which is not necessarily identical o t . Rather in the scope of this paper we consider the more general definition
so the training signal is some deterministic function f (.) of the target time series. The aim of the supervised training paradigm is to reveal relations between q t and any elements of u (−∞,t] . As the most relevant premise to this paradigm, it is assumed that -as a minimal requirement-the mutual information is non-zero between q t and at least one of the values of u t . In the case of ESNs one may formulate this minimal requirement as
where I q,u is the transfer entropy [20] from the input time series to the output time series, the function I(.; .) is the mutual Shannon information
Further, is useful to distinguish principal limits of supervised training of (L1) an output sequence as a function of an input time series history as it can be performed by an optimally trained network function, (L2) more narrow limits on a reservoir that is fed by an input time series to learn an output time series, (L3) even more narrow limits assuming that the reservoir training is done by linear regression. So the trained output is a linear function of the reservoir, (L4) each neuron of the reservoir is modeled with a finite accuracy (here double precision floating point variables with 64 bits).
Jaeger's ESP theorem [7] states that in principle the network can indeed learn o t by linear regression if the network is uniformly state contracting that is if the ESP applies to the network and and the ground truth relation o t (u t−1 , u t−2 , u t−3 . . . ) does not explicitly depend on t, i.e., the ground truth relation is shift-invariant in time.
Thus, he network performance depends on several factors such as the size of the network, the difficulty of the prediction and the type of the recurrent connectivity.
Often and in the simplest case, training is done by setting
As mentioned above the basic assumption with regard to the relation between the output time series o t and u (−∞,t] is that at least they are not statistical independent from each other, i.e. the mutual Shannon information I q,u between them is more than zero. Here, requirements on the relation between the time series are much higher. In fact, in the best case an optimal output of a trained network the outputõ t can be trained by some kind of target sequence q t that has
. . . a relation to the input history. Thus after training, the output may be virtually identical to the target sequenceõ One may call then the output of the networkõ t the prediction of the network for the next value of the target time series with regard to the input history. However, for some datasets it may occur that there are training tuples T t1 and T t2 , where the input sequences u (−∞,t] are virtually identical (or at least similar enough to produce virtually identical reservoir states x t1 and x t2 ), still the target sequence values q t1 and q t2 can be significantly different, say for example 1 and −1. The networks training result is then the average of both values, which would be 0 in the example and far from both target values. Still, the transfer entropy I q,u can be very high. So it makes sense to let the network learn the probabilities p(q t = 1|u t ) and p(q t = −1|u t ), of which we assume that they are sufficiently close to p(q t = 1|u (−∞,t] ) and p(q t = −1|u (−∞,t] ).
Thus, learning as in eq. 8 has certain principal limitations. Only if the relation between the input data set and the training output is surjective (cf. fig. 1 ) the network can be trained. In other words, it must be possible distribute the set of input sequences into disjunct segments, where every segment refers to a different target. In the case of reservoir computing also the relation between the reservoir and the training output has to be surjective. The ESP guarantees that the relation between the set of input histories and the set of reservoirs is surjective. Only then the result of the learning can be o t ≈õ t . Otherwise, the output is essentially stochastic with regard to a certain input sequence, that is one has for every possible output one probability
where each u (−∞,t] is an element of the set U of right infinite input sequences that are different from each other. As a result after training (cf. the following section) , the trained output becomes:
If the training output consists only of the two possible values o 0 = 0 and o 1 = 1 then eq. 10 simplifies tõ
Modeling likelihood estimates and test environment
Modeling probability distributions by using the mean square error
In the following we outline ideas already used [16, 7] , and give some example. As mentioned above one may consider prediction in the case of a time series. Instead of training the output with the target function directly, i.e., o t = q t , we model a probability that a specific stochastic event may have occurred with regard to the target time series. So we define one or a set of events ω r ⊂ Q and define another type of training scheme,
In the scope of this work the result of eq. 11 is used as training signal to the network, o r,t = d r,t
The output of a network that has been trained with this kind of training function is an approximation of the probabilitỹ
which can be seen from considering the mean square error function
where < . > is the expectation value operator. The equation for E M SE can also be written as
On one hand the minimal value of E M SE w.r.t.õ r,t is reached when
so the minimal value of the mean square error as defined in eq. 15 is reached if
On the other hand the minimal value of
where the rectangular matrices
are composed out from the data of the training set, and A is the transposed of A. Note that eq. 18 consists of equations that define linear regression. Thus, after the learning process we can assumẽ
for sufficiently long learning sequences. The result of the learning process is only an approximation (and thus there is a difference between eq. 17 and eq. 19), for the following reasons. As a result the output of the network can be outside the range between 0 and 1. If the outputõ r,t is larger than 1, we assume p(q t ∈ ω r ) to be one. If the output is smaller than 0 we assume p(q t ∈ ω r ) to be 0. As a result of common restrictions of reservoir computing (e.g. restrictions above and L1 -L3 as outlined in sect. 2) , the full information of the input history is encoded in the activity state of the reservoir. Thus, more information about statistical variables can be retrieved from additional neurons in the recurrent layer: Since the optimal solution (absolute minimum of the MSE) can be derived, the network is going to find the true probability as far as it is detectable by linear regression from the current state of the reservoir.
In summary, target of training is, that the network after training can map either a one or a zero output to each of the internal states at time t and in such a manner to identify and predict with absolute certainty the output of the network to either belong to the event or not. In the case of stochastic time series, it may happen that two different values q t are assigned to identical input time series u (−∞,t] in two different tuples T t .
In these cases such an identification is impossible and so the network learns during training to match combinations of zeros and ones to identical internal states (i.e. virtually the same input histories result in different outputs). The mathematics here is basically the same as the mathematics of solving an overcomplete system of linear equations. So the trained output averages out the perceived ones and zeros of the trained output, which is identical to a realistic probability estimate.
Test time series
For sake of simplicity we test here the performance of the model with a single time series, where the target time series is the future of the input time series, which is stochastic but has an inference scheme. So, the training output is an item of the input time series in the future, q t = u t+1 . We demonstrate the approach on a prediction task. Our test model cycles between six states s(t) ∈ [A, B, C, D, E, F]. Figure 2 outlines the transition probabilities. The exact shape of the resulting time series is determined by a large array v[.] that is filled with i.i.d random numbers that are either 0 or 1 with both having a probability of 0.5 and a single scalar non-negative integer ∆, which in a certain way determines the complexity of the inference. The state transitions work in the following way: At every iteration the network has access to the current state value s(t). The task for the network is then to calculate the probabilities for each possible state to be the next state s(t + 1). Here the difficulty of inference from different states varies. The transitions from B,C, E and F are trivial because
For the transition from s(t) = A the network has no way to infer to the next state. The reason is that the network has no access to v[t]. So s(t) = A ⇒ p = 0.5 s(t + 1) = B p = 0.5 s(t + 1) = C
Finally, the transition from state D can be inferred from an earlier state transition:
Since the memory capacity of the reservoir is limited, the task to reveal the inference of eq. 22 is very hard for the network if ∆ has a high value. Thus, for very high values the network falls back to the view of the naive observer (one without memory who only is able to infer the next state from the previous one), who assumes if s(t) = D ⇒ p = 0.5 s(t + 1) = E p = 0.5 s(t + 1) = F.
As a general remark, every cycle adds one bit of information to the time series, which should be observed by a system that has a memory of at least ∆ cycles (which would mean that the observer would reproduce v[]). The information gain in each cycle happens exactly when the network observes the transition from A. Note here that the network's reservoir in no way is adapted to a particular value of ∆. The learning is only done by doing the regression in order to learn the output layer.
With regard to hidden Markov models, one can make two remarks. A Markov model where every state of the input is represented internally by exactly one hidden state would behave like a naive observer (as in eq. 23) and thus assume the information in each cycle of the time series to be 2 bits.
In order to design a hidden Markov model with the capability to reveal the relation of eq. 22, at least 2 ∆ hidden states are necessary. (Compare considerations in [16] ).
Encoding of states
The states s(t) of the test model are presented as 6 dimensional vectors in the following way to the network:
In sense of eq. 11, one can now consider the 6 following stochastic events for which the network shall calculate the probabilities, i.e. ω 5 = [F]. This leads by using the definition of d r,t in eq. 11. Going through all practical possibilities, one easily can calculate
The training was performed whenever the state D was reached. After training and according to eq. 19 the trained outputs are approximatelỹ
whereŝ is the best guess of the network. Since in the present experiment training was only done when the state D had been reached, the only possible following states were either E or F. Soõ
Moreover, the output unitsõ 4,t andõ 5,t represent the estimated probabilities that the next state is going to be E or F, respectively. In the following calculations ofõ 4,t are discussed, which can be interpreted as a calculation of the network of the probability of p(ŝ(t + 1) = E). The probability for F can be inferred as
MSE simulations
Simulation details
Calculating the output. Network training consisting of 3000 iterations is performed after a transient period of 300 iterations. The output is trained by linear regression where over-fitting was prevented using Tikhonov regularization (ridge regression) with a regularization factor of λ = 0.08. In the literature (e.g. [12] ) one can find examples where the regularization had a significant impact on the performance of the network. Here the purpose was mainly to avoid instabilities in the regression learning. Preliminary tests show that learning without regularization nearly have the same results as regularization using λ = 0.08. After training, a test period of 3000 iterations performed where in each experiment only the transitions from state D were recorded.
Adding noise to the reservoir. In order to add noise to the reservoir, the linear response of the network initially outlined in eq. 1 can be modified to
where ν(0, 1) is a vector build of normal distributed random values with zero mean and a variance of one and the scalar parameter γ indicates the strength of the noise level. γ has similar impact on the simulation results as the Tikhonov parameter λ.
Sampling fitting and extrapolation. For each value of ∆ between 0 and 18 and also for different numbers of recurrent neurons, 10 samples were simulated and the average and the standard deviation was taken over all 10 samples for each value of ∆.
Results
As outlined above the test sequence is deterministic in the moment of the transition from D. Either the next state is E or the next state is F. Which one is going to be the next is determined according eq. 22. So we used the MSE at the transition from state D in order to determine the network performance. A network that is able to d infer between the history and the transition to state E can reach zero MSE, whereas for networks that cannot detect the causality the transition appears to be stochastic with equal probability to state E and F (cf. eq. 23). Errors for different delays and different values of β are depicted in fig. 3 , where both, the raw data and the corresponding fits, are shown.
Here, one can see that for a large range of numbers of neurons in the hidden layer a larger number of neurons also results in a better performance of the network.
With regard to β, one can see that the value of β has a significant impact on the MSE for different values of the delay parameter ∆ of the test system. Larger values of β result in a better network performance for short delays, whereas lower values of β result in lower errors at longer delays 1 . For larger network sizes under all conditions, the performance of the network improves accordingly and for all values of β.
The shape of the data values depicted in fig. 3 resemble a sigmoid function, where the left side converged to zero and the right side converged to 0.25.
Higher values of ∆ were estimated by extrapolation using the function
where again the parameters a and b were parameters that were fitted in the following way. The function was chosen due to its optical similarity to Fermi distributions in physics. The raw data set for each number of neurons and each gain β are two arrays that consist of the following fields: different delays(∆), the first array contains the mean MSE (in the following E M SE (∆ i ), and the second array contains the variance of the mean of the 10 samples that were taken. One can calculate from eq. 30
which gives an equation for every ∆ i . Together they form a system of linear equations, which can be solved by linear regression.
Mutual information between the network and time series simulations
Simulation details
In the following, we define the joint probability of the network output and the test system that produces the time series. In particular, we investigate the state transition from state D to a resulting state of either E or F. The result is deterministically determined from an earlier transition from the state A to either B or C. In terms of information theory, the mutual information between the previous time series S t = s [0:t] and the next state s at this point (transition from state D) is one bit. The task of the network is to reveal that relation. One way to measure this ability is to interpret the output of the network at this point in time as
Since -in the test system -s(t + 1) is deterministically derived from S t , one formally also can write p(ŝ(t + 1)|s(t + 1)) =õ 4,t .
(33)
where the expectation operator (< . >) indicates the average over all occurrences of the state transition from D in the whole time series and σ t is one if s(t + 1) = E and is zero otherwise. Mutual information between two random variables is a measure of statistic dependence. One can consider the mutual information between the next state of the test system and the time series previous to that state
in which the mutual information between the current state s of the test system and S is the complete time series until s; both p(ŝ) and p(s) can be assumed to be 0.5. The maximum average value of the mutual information is here 1, the lowest possible value of the mutual information (that of a naive estimator) is zero. The network performance is somewhere in between these two values and depends on the delay parameter ∆ of the test system. Large values of ∆ let the network turn into a naive estimator, while small values of ∆ are expected to result in a better performance of the network. For each delay in the range from 0 to 18, and also for different numbers of neurons, 10 samples were taken.Î ∆ , the fitted value of the mutual information, is defined byÎ
where a and b are fitted parameters again. They were calculated in a similar way as in eq. 31. However, the fitting equations were weighted by a weighting function f (I),
The 
so equations that relate to I(∆ i ) ≈ 0.5 have the largest weight. The weighting was done in order to improve the quality of the fit since the emphasized values are least prone to systematic errors and most relevant for the type of S-shape of the curve. Fig. 4 depicts the fits for the network performance of a network of 160 neurons for different values of β, both the original data (mean and standard deviation) and fit. One can see that in a similar way to the results of Fig. 3 the performance for short delays is better for higher values of β whereas lower values of β result in a better performance for longer delays. The total information capacity of the network can then be estimated bŷ Fig. 4 . Depicted are the fits of mutual information between the network output of a network of 160 neurons and the next value of a test system. The x-axis shows delay ∆ in cycles τ . Colors encode different values of β as detailed in the legend. The corresponding data fit is the curve in the same color. Average mutual information between the network output and the next state of the test model is always at the state transition from D.
Results
For short delays the mutual information in almost all cases is near one.
where ∆ max was chosen to be 3000. This value ∆ max appeared to be sufficiently large since all considered networks turned into naive estimators in the sense of sect. 3.2 when ∆ max = 3000 was used. Fig. 5 shows the resulting estimates of total information content of each of the networks which vary in their number of neurons and the balance parameter β. The polynomial fits are plotted over the measured data. The pre-factors were again calculated by linear regression.
One can see that the optimal balance parameter differs in dependence of the network size. Larger networks show a better overall performance for smaller β in comparison to smaller networks. In addition, the network performance in the case of noise was tested. As one can see, under the presence of additional noise the network performance is reduced significantly, in the case of γ = 0.01 to roughly one quarter of the initial performance. Finally, the results of the orthogonal matrices were compared to the performance of general matrices (see fig. 6 ) One can see that for any noise level the performance is much worse than for orthogonal matrices. Here the shift of the best memory capacity in dependence of the network size does not exist. Moreover, the scalability of the networks with orthogonal connectivity is much better than the scalability of the other tested connectivity types. Networks with a general random connectivity matrix do not show any scaling of the performance as a function of size. In the case of the tested networks with symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices we saw a much weaker scalability than for orthogonal networks. So the entropy in those networks only grew by a factor of 1.5 while the network is increased by a factor 4. Note that a. b. all tested matrices were normalized in that way that the largest singular value was 1.
Discussion
This paper brings together several topics that have not been combined in this way so far but have already been subject to earlier efforts: First, the likelihood estimates of time series using reservoir computing done in this approach are similar to [16, 7] . Instead of directly estimating the future development of the time series, a probability estimate is calculated. This can be very useful to quantify stochastic time series. Better effects can be achieved with larger networks. Second, orthogonal recurrent connectivity is used, which has been proposed in several approaches with regard to reservoir computing [24, 16] . Experiments here, like previous experiments, show networks having an orthogonal connectivity pattern show the best performance of all investigated connectivities. Other types of investigated connectivity patterns are much less applicable and have only a fraction of the performance of such networks. Further performance of networks with orthogonal connectivity scale much better with network size. Third, in the case of orthogonal matrices the performance of the network can be significantly modified by changing the absolute strength of the input by varying the parameter β. In other words, one can find a kind of optimal balancing between input connectivity and recurrent connectivity, which has been proposed earlier (e.g. in [23] ). This is only true for orthogonal recurrent connectivity. Small values of β result in a better reproduction of longer delays ∆, and larger values of β result in a better reproduction of shorter values of ∆. Measuring the overall performance of the network over all possible delays shows that the total information transfer shifts for large networks towards smaller values of β. Fourth, a lower limit of the information content of the network is estimated in bits using Shannon information in a manner similar to [1] . Initially, Jäger [7] proposed a different definition of memory capacity, which measures the effective rank of the network by letting it reiterate white noise data. For the future, Shannon information appears to be a much more useful measure since here the network behavior with regard to different types of statistics can be evaluated much more precisely. Finally, we tested the noise sensitivity of echo state networks and how the information processing is impaired by external noise and how orthonormal networks relate in their performance to general random matrices of recurrent connectivity. Here, one can see that noise impairs the the performance of all types of networks significantly. General matrices have a much lower capability than orthonormal matrices. Overall, we claim that the present work could be the basis for a new approach to estimate likelihoods of future events based on time series. In this sense the reach of reservoir computing can be extended to statistical estimates of such time series.
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